Declaration of customer
(copyrights / impermissible contents)
Name
____________________________________________________
(the customer) herewith gives its assurance,
Title
for the title ______________________________________,

for which orders of reproduction (orders) are placed with CDA GmbH (CDA) that:
1. The customer has completely checked the content of the media and other records which are handed
over to CDA to execute the orders.
2. The customer holds all the necessary rights of use (the rights), especially the rights of reproduction
and distribution, in the sound, picture and data recordings handed over to CDA for the execution of
the orders by CDA.
3. The customer holds the right to use all sound, picture and data records and other records or
recordings that are covered in the object of the orders.
4. The customer has paid all copyright and performance right fees to the competent authorities.
5. The content of all media and other records which are handed over to CDA to execute the orders
conforms to the relevant law and order and does not contain any material, for which production,
reproduction and distribution is prohibited or is subject to restrictions. Irrespective of any further
claims and rights, the customer shall hold CDA free at first request from all claims by third parties
made against the latter on account of the use, within the scope of the orders of the sound, picture
and data recordings as well as for the reproduction of impermissible contents including the costs of
any appropriate legal defence. This also includes demands and claims initiated by national or
international copyright federations or corresponding organisations arising from alleged or actual
violation of the rights including any lawyers' and court costs.
The customer commits himself, to deliver, distribute and market the products which are
manufactured at CDA in accordance with all relevant legal rules and regulations. In case of a breach
of this commitment, the customer shall hold CDA free at first request from all claims raised and will
compensate every loss which is caused in this context. The compensation also includes possible fines
and the cost of an appropriate legal defence.

____________________________
Name, signature, company stamp
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Place, date
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